Installation

1. Ensure mains supply is switched off before commencing work
2. Select suitable location for luminaire
3. Safety note! The power supply cord must not be exposed to mechanical damage.
4. Disassemble the fitting base from the fitting.
5. Mark appropriate fixing hole positions on wall, check location of buried cables, pipes and other building services before drilling
6. Drill holes in the ceiling and attach brackets to the ceiling.
7. Feed supply cables through cable entry hole and attach base to brackets
8. Connect supply: Live – Brown, Neutral – Blue and Yellow/Green – Earth
9. Move switch on metal plate to select colour temperature: 3000K, 4000K or 6500K
10. Refit metal plate to base and ensure that it fits securely.
11. Attach diffuser to base using clips provided

WARNING: DO NOT CHANGE CCT WHEN THE FITTING IS ON!!

Note: This luminaire has no user serviceable parts. If damaged, disconnect from mains and discontinue use.